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1. INTRODUCTION
As OpenMP covers more on-node parallelism options, de-
bugging OpenMP programs is becoming increasingly chal-
lenging. Worse, debuggers often debug OpenMP at a system-
thread level, leaving the programmers with limited state in-
formation on OpenMP threads. The OpenMP debugging
interface, OMPD, has been proposed as a standard inter-
face to overcome these limitations [3]. However, the cur-
rent specification works only for OpenMP 3.1—it cannot
handle OpenMP 4.0 programs because it does not consider
OpenMP target construct. In this work, we study how to
extend OMPD to OpenMP 4.0 and propose a set of OMPD
extensions. We identify crucial scalability issues with the
way OMPD currently represents the threads and propose
a new representation, Construction of Online Lightweight
Thread handle, COLT, as a scalable solution to OpenMP
target regions. Our evaluation shows that our scheme is fea-
sible as far as basic OMPD support is provided for OpenMP
4 runtime component and can also significantly reduce the
memory and performance overheads of the debuggers.

2. TARGET REGIONS WITH OMPD
The OMPD interface commonly is implemented as a shared
library, which is loaded into the address space of the debug-
ger such as GDB, see figure 1. OMPD provides the debug-
ger with an ability to reconstruct the data structures and
state of the OpenMP runtime running in the address space
of the debugged application. It must allow the debugger
to discover and traverse the hierarchy of OpenMP objects
associated with any OpenMP thread (see figure 2a). Thus,
when an OpenMP target region is offloaded to a device, the
debugger, via OMPD, must ultimately be able to access the
address space of the device and fetch information on all of
the OpenMP threads spawned within the target region.

While the current OMPD specification supports up to
OpenMP 3.1, one can conceive various ways to extend it
for the target construct. A simplest approach would be
to extend the current scheme whereby OMPD will return
to the debugger a handle for each OpenMP thread. How-
ever, this approach breaks down on devices that utilize many
threads. Current GPU devices illustrate this issue. For ex-
ample, an NVIDIA device is capable of hosting up to 215

resident threads [1]. Representing each of these threads with
a thread handle will incur a very large overhead, see figure
2b.

As an alternative, we propose to represent teams and threads
in target regions by a target region handle and two unsigned
integers, see figure 2c. The OpenMP 4.0 specification re-
quires that teams in target regions are identified by a set of
consecutive integers starting at zero and ending at one less
than the number of teams. Similarly, threads in a team are
identified by integers in the range of zero to one less than
the number of threads in the team. Therefore, any thread in
any target region can be identified by a target-region handle
and two unsigned integers. This thread representation al-
lows for consecutive threads in consecutive teams, common
query patterns, to be compactly reported as ranges instead
of individual thread identifiers. Perhaps more importantly,
the compact thread handles can be constructed by the de-
bugger on demand. We refer to this thread representation
scheme as Construction of Online Lightweight Thread han-
dle, COLT.

3. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
We propose a set of extensions to OMPD to enable it to be
used scalably for OpenMP 4.0 target devices, see attached
poster for details. To evaluate its feasibility and perfor-
mance, we implemented a prototype of the proposed API
extension on top of our previous work that implements the
current OMPD specification. We built our extension pro-
totype for OpenMP programs compiled with Clang [5] as
well as linked with both the Intel OpenMP Runtime [4]
and the Clang libomptarget runtime [2]. We integrated
the library into the cuda-gdb debugger from NVIDIA [6].

Our experience is that OMPD/COLT can be implemented
for this environment, provided that other basic OMPD fun-
cationality such as OpenMP state tracking is added to li-
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Figure 1: OMPD architecture overview.
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Figure 2: Examples of the hierachical OpenMP objects accessible via the OMPD interface



bomptarget, a device neutral OpenMP offloading library.
Further our preliminary evaluation on performance and scal-
ability suggests that COLT can signficantly reduce the mem-
ory and performance overhead of the debugger debugging
target regions.
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